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The ILL-lAD: An Essay On Integrated Area
Development (lAD)

BRUCE KOPPEL·

The Philippine National Development Plan (1978-1982) states that the regional
plans would be implemented through the mechanism of integrated area develop
ment (lAD) programming. This linkage of lAD to subnational planning and
development efforts makes lAD Philippine version significant. There are dif
ferent assumptions and models motivating the different versions of lAD pro
gramming. These assumptions, which are actually axioms, include urban func
tions, access to innovation and exchange, assimilation, optimal resource use,
coordinated functional inputs, and decentralization. Each of these axioms in
volves the issues of development definition, equity and sustainability, Also, lAD
programming differs with the procedures in non-lAD settings. All these issues
focused on the equity policy affecting poverty which the lAD confronts as the
main tool for implementing the Philippine regional plans.

Introduction

The Philippine experience with inte
grated area development (lAD) is prov
ing to be an instructive exercise in the
political limits on administrative inge
nuity.' While integrated area develop
ment as a rural development strategy had
periodically gained and lost favor in some
circles before it appeared in the Philip-
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lA distinction between integrated area
development as a rural development
strategy and lAD as the area covered by
the strategy is maintained in this paper.
ILL-lAD refers to both the concept and
area covered by the strategy.

pines, the current Philippine version is
significant because it represents a thought
ful attempt to link integrated area devel
opment programming to a systematic sub
national planning and development ef
fort. Earlier Philippine integrated area
development efforts generally were not
linked in any regular fashion to existing
or evolving subnational administrative
structures. More often, they were na
tional programs with idiosyncratic and
even unusual administrative arrange
ments. In Southeast Asia, the Philippine
attempts to regionalize, while not yet
yielding many visible accomplishments,
can still be considered as potentially
significant administratively and political-
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ly. By making integrated area develop
ment the principal mechanism for mov
ing from regional plans to the spatial al
location of public investment resources to
implement the plans, the Philippine case
bears examination.

This essay focuses on assumptions and
models motivating different versions of
integrated area development program
ming in the Philippines. The examina
tion of the ILL-lAD, like the more well
known Illiad, will include visits to
treacherous domains, which include de
velopment definitions, equity assump
tions, perspectives on sustainability, and
data base dynamics. While specific Phil
ippine lAD programs may have only
limited generalizability, even among the
diverse regions of the Philippines, the
types of programming and their relation
ships to institutionalization and equity
issues are not limited to the Philippines.

What Is Integrated A.l1:a
Development?

The Philippine experience with inte
grated area development predated the in
tensive discussion within Philippine
planning and administrative circles of
what integrated area development is. The
Bicol River Basin Development Program
(BRBDP) was the nation's pilot program
in area development. Since its initiation,
other nationally supported development
programs have been implemented, usual
ly under foreign funding and commonly
formed around large-scale infrastructure
programming. The Coordinating 'Council
for Integrated R u r a I Development
(CCIRD) provided a measure of cabinet
level coordination for these early efforts,

but real leadership typically came from
the line agency with the appropriate
functional mandate, for instance, irriga
tion.

The 1978-1982 Philippine National
Plan stated that the regional plans, the
basic intersectoral component of the
document, w 0 u I d be implemented
through the mechanism of integrated area
development programming," The Nation
al Plan indicated that the integrated area
development concept was going to be the
vehicle for matching the regionalization
process then underway in planning to a
pattern of subregional resource alloca
tion. Perhaps the major innovation was
that the National Economic and Develop
ment Authority (NEDA), until then the
planning agency which had principal re
sponsibility for drawing up the regional
plans, was being given the role to coor
dinate the identification, establishment,
and implementation of lADs. For both
administrative and programmatic reasons,
a search for operational integrated area
development definitions was thus ini
tiated by regional staffs, in general, the
NEDA Regional Offices (NEDA ROs) ,
in particular.

At the outset of that search,' the ten
dency was to identify lAD types based
on existing area-specific national pro
grams. Similarly, lAD delineation crite
ria were based on the mixture of region
al economics, resource geography, and
administrative common sense that ex·
plained the spatial boundaries of existing
area development programs. Four types
of lADs were typically identified:

2Philippines (Republic), NEDA Five·Year
Philippine Development Plan 1978-1982
(Manila: September 1977), pp. 58-60.
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(1) River basin. This was the
clearest intuitive example of integrated
area development. Area definition,
linkage of problems. and interconnec
tion of solutions are all tied together
around hydrological linkages.

(2) Central place. Cited almost as
often as river basins, the central place
lAD could be linked to several aspects
of rural development experience in the
Philippines, especially community de
velopment, and the farm-to-market
roads program. Area identification
and development are derived from pat
terns of economic growth attributed to
a market center. . .

(3) Administrative-political. T his
type of lAD referred to experience
with provincial development, especial
ly through the American-supported
Provincial Development Assistance
Program (PDAP) as well as memories
of the pork-barrel resource allocation
process tied to Congressional districts
in the days before the declaration of
Martial Law (21 September 1972).
The key is integrated area develop
ment as a mode of program develop
ment and project implementation by
existing administrative units.

(4) Contiguous Area. This is an
lAD type that reflected the view that
there was little difference between
current sectoral programming and lAD
programming. Where the first three
types yielded delineation criteria, this
type tended to reflect some cynicism
about the differences between lAD
and prior regional and rural develop
ment 'fads," most of which already
had explicit spatial components.

Discussions of lAD delineation crite-
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ria typically generated four major crite
ria:

(1) Homogeneity. This metaphor
ical term was commonly used but
rarely defined. At best, discussion
might raise the issue of what needed
to be homogenous to -facilitate effi
cient intervention by development
agencies. Usually listed were factors
such as culture, land use, land ca
pability, and socioeconomic structure.

(2) Contiguity. This was a recog
nized necessary condition for lAD de
lineation-a single area, spatial con
tiguity.

(3) Nodality. An lAD was seen
as needing some nodal point around
which development proceeded and
through which integration occurred.
Sometimes, nodality was described
functionally (for example, irrigation
systems); sometimes spatially (for
example, roads); and sometimes spa
tial. functionally (or example, cen
tral places).

(4) Political-administrative feasi-
bility. This was not as widely ac
cepted at the outset as one might be
lieve. It basically said that any inte
grated area development definition
had to be tested against the question
of where administrative capacity to
implement could actually be found.

That question was reducible to a de-
bate between the NEDA ROs and the
line agencies. The NEDA ROs focused
on extending the administrative capaci
ties of existing local government units
(for example, provincial and municipal
governments) as well as themselves. The
line agencies often argued for capacity
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which needed to be created (for exam
ple, the special river basin authorities)
but usually within the line structure of
a national agency.

The type and delineation criteria did
not constitute a framework that very
many people could use to guide project
identification or suggest even how suc
cess and failure of an lAD might be dis
tinguished. Moreover, the criteria gen
erated considerable discomfort with the
whole integrated area development idea.
At least three problems were involved:

( I) The criteria were inconsistently
and imprecisely defined and used.

It was natural for people to relabel a
variety of existing programs and ap
proaches on the assumption that the bot
tles were changing, not the wine; for
example, the concept of planning areas
was relabeled as planning for contiguous
areas. That translation is possible. but
many recognized that it led to an lAD
definition that was problematic. Since
NEDA RO planning areas were entire
regions, of which there are only twelve
in the Philippines, could an entire region
be an lAD] If the lADs were to be
subregional, then what was the basis for
defining subregions? Homogeneity was
a case of a metaphor which lacked pre
cision. "Sameness," however defined,
was very sensitive to the size or scale
of an area under consideration. "Homo
geneity" could be relatively precise at the
barangay (a village as a local govern
ment unit) or even municipal level. At.
higher levels of aggregation, however,
what could be identified as a "same
ness" characteristic was often so gen
eral, it could very easily apply to very
large areas of the country. In fact, a

counter proposition arose to the homo
geneity criterion: integrated area devel
opment as the functional merging of dif-'
ferent parts of a subregional socioeco
nomic system. From that perspective
what was there left to integrate or merge
if the lAD was homogeneous? The
central place criterion was another exam
ple of misleading precision. While
most agreed that area development could
better work under the stimulation of a
growth center, there was surprisingly
little careful discussion of how one
identified growth centers or developed
central places into growth centers.

(2) The relationship of lAD criteria
to regional goals was inadequately dis
cussed.

The proposition in the national plan
that lADs were the spatial disaggrega
tion of regional plans proved difficult
to implement. One reason was that, in
most cases, the regional plans had not
been developed on the basis of prior sub
regional analysis that could be easily
transformed into lADs. Attempts to map
regional planning goals across a region

_generated a host of issues, including in
traregional equity, uneven growth rates
within the region, and the varying sub
regional effects of region-wide struc
tures and processes, such as migration,
market systems, and transport systems.
For most of those issues, there were few
supporting subregional data bases..

(3) The criteria were better at group
ing existing national lADs than select
ing NEDA RO lADs.

Attributing homogeneity to an already
identified lAD was not that difficult.
Very often the homogeneous character-
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istic was being in the lAD! Using homo
geneity to fix new boundaries was very
difficult. Similarly, an lAD that already
existed could be called a central place
lAD without causing too much discus
sion. It did not follow that an lAD
could be drawn around every market
town in the Philippines. Even the land
use criteria were not as helpful as might
be expected. Much of the catchment,
drainage, and watershed areas of a river
basin can be understood in terms of the
basin ecotype. How much, however, is
better understood in terms of other eco
logical distinctions? In fact, the national
river basin lADs had their share of ad
ministratively and politically defined
boundaries. An example is the nation's
premier area development program, the
BRBDP which was expanded to include
the Province of Sorsogon, well outside
the Basin ecological influence area. Con
sequently within NEDA, the search con
tinued for a more satisfactory lAD defi
nition and the following was adopted:

Integrated area development is stra
tegic intervention in a sub-regional
system seeking to enhance the inte
gration of programs and projects in
an area by considering functional
linkages, resource utilization, access
to basic services and local participa
tion in the planning and implemen
tation process in a manner consistent
with national and regional goals and
objectives''

This definition did represent some
progress. It indicated what integrated

3Jose M. Lawas, "Concepts and Strate
gies of Rural Development," in Dionisia
A. Rola (ed.), Integrated Rural Develop
ment: Problems and Issues (Quezon City:
Management Education Council, Univer
sity of the Philippines, 1981), p. 21.
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area development is by focusing on what
government does in an lAD. Three de
lineation criteria were suggested: con
tiguity, functionality, and political-ad
ministrative feasibility. The -functonality
criterion represented a restatement with
modifications of the nodality criterion.
..Functionality" meant that "the area
should be conceived in terms of strategic
sectors and the linkages of those sectors
with relatively advanced and depressed
parts of the economy." "Linkages" were
defined in terms borrowed directly from
functional economic area analysis, name"
Iy: location of markets and major eco
nomic activities; traffic flows of goods
and people; sources of inputs for agri
culture and other economic enterprises,
and location of product markets. The
strong emphasis on the coordination of
government programs was a reference to
an administrative desideratum. Masaga
na qg and related rice production pro
grams in the Philippines confirmed the
belief that the basic developmental chal
lenge consisted of mobilizing and coor
dinating diverse government programs.

The Integrated Area Development
Axioms And Integrated

Development

Despite the NEDA definition, several
alternate definitions of integrated area
development remained. These were de
finitions that reflected different under
standings of "integrated area develop
ment" as: (1) resource allocation pro
cess, (2) interorganizational coordination
process, and (3) socioeconomic change
process. Very often, the term which dis-
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criminated the various definitions was
not "area." Arguments about delinea
tion criteria help up discussion at the

outset. but it soon became clear that the
meanings and understandings attached to
"integrated" were the hurdle. This fol

lowed from the more practical program
ming orientation of most of the people
participating in the discussion. They

were less concerned with the "where?"
question (the answer to which they in
creasingly viewed as academic) and more
concerned with the "how?" question.
Given the limited implementing power
of NEDA and its NEDA ROs, this was
not a surprising development.

It is possible to identify several as
sumptions about "integration" in the
form of statements that are really axioms
of the following type:

Integration occurs around some prin
cipal criterion X, is manifested in Y
spatial and Z functional terms, and
implies as the principal delineation
criterion, N.

Six generic integrated area develop
ment axioms are presented in Table I.
While the six axioms do not necessarily

correspond to all the empirical lAD
types in the Philippines. most if not all
existing and prospective lADs are
a mixture of the axioms, By identify
ing the axioms. it ill possible to gain a
better understanding of different percep
tions of lAD dynamics as well as to ex

plore the implications of mixing axioms
to create empirical types.

The first three axioms (Urban Func
tions. Access to Innovation and Ex
changevand Assimilation) are different
versions of central place strategies. The

fourth and fifth axioms are different ap
proaches to what may be called the "in
duced innovation paradigm." with the
Optimal Resource Axiom emphasizing
innovation" and the Coordinated Func
tional Inputs Axiom emphasizing "in
ducement." The last axiom is not a
specific proposition about integration.
but rather an assumption that whatever
integration is, it requires a significant
degree of self-determination by those
being integrated.

The Urban Functions Axiom has been
elaborated by Rondinelli and Ruddle anel
earlier by lohnson.' It is the core cen
tral place axiom. equating area develop
ment with the number and type of urban
functions present. "I ntegration" essen
tially consists of trade linkages among
concentrations of urban functions. The
major policy theme in an lAD based on
Urban Functions is concentrating invest
ment on the development and accumula
tion of urban functions. Area delinea·
tion will be based on growth center or
"hierarchy-filling" criteria. The criteria
are derived from comparative analyses of
developing urban hierarchies. That anal
ysis indicates where and at what levels
of complexity specific hierarchies have
gaps in the presence of specific urban
functions. The assumption is that gaps
in the urban hierarchy interfere with the
efficient transmission of market signals

4Dennis A. Rondinelli and Kenneth Rud·
die, "Appropriate Institutions for Rural
Development: Organizing Services and
Technology in Developing Countries,"
Philippine Journal of Public Administra
tion, Vol. XXI, No. I (January 1977), pp.
35·52 and E.A.J: Johnson, The Organiza
tion of Space in Developing Countries
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard' University
Press, 1970).
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Table 1. lAD Axioms

Integration Around

Urban Functions

Access to Innovation
and Exchange

Assimilation

Optimal Resource Use

Coordinated Functional
Inputs

Decentralization

Spatial

Spatial hierarchy of service areas;
Physical access patterns which Ia
cilitate urban access to periphery

Physical proximity to innovation
and exchange; Locational balance in
branch/linkage functions

Breakdown of spatial barriers

Full utilization of scarce land/water
resources

Services allocated intensively within
administrative areas

Decision-making and goal determina
tion within viable local government
area

Functional

Functions oper at ing with agglomera
tive and scale economies; Complex
infrastructure; Technologyz innova
tion centered or linked to higher
sources of technology generation;
Rationalized labor market

Access to exchange system and dif
fusion of innovation; Broader oppor
tunity structure; Reduced role of
mediating structures

Overcoming/correcting marginal
status by extending growth system
to by-passed areas; New cultural
llinkages

Factor combinations optimal; Ap
propriate institutional arrangements
to relieve effects of population
pressure, technological change and
exhaustion of land frontier

Optimal combinations of planning
and implementation inputs to sup
port/induce local innovation and in
creased production

More effective local resource genera
tion and utilization with local goal
setting/participation in allocation
01 extralocal resources

Basis for
Area Delineation

Service area of urban function con
centrations; Geographic nodality

Influence area of improved or de
veloped resource base and/or cen
tral place service area

Distinct differences in land use,
land capability; Cultural forms in
conjunction with very limited ex
change

Contiguous area characterized by
economic and resource base com
mon problem/opportunity

Administrative service area

Local government service area
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and hence the efficient allocation of eco
nomic resources. Primacy ratios are the
usual starting point for this type of
analysis; the conclusion that there are too
few intermediate centers is the usual out
come. A series of urban hierarchy stud
ies completed by the Human Settlements
Commission and NEDA in the mid-1970s
provided the first stage in this type of
analysis for the Philippines.

The Access to Innovation and Ex
change Axiom equates area development
with higher levels of technology (or in
novation) acceptance and reduced vari
ance in market signals. "Integration"
means "sustained linkage to support
existing technology as well as broadly
distributed possibilities of recognizing
and using innovations." The major pol
icy theme in an lAD built around the
Access to Innovation and Exchange
Axiom is using infrastructure and insti
tutional programming to increase access
to technology. Area delineation will be
based in part on the location and influ
ence areas of central places, but more
interesting delineation possibilities arise
in relation to two aspects of this axiom.
The first is the axiom's focus on resource
base enhancement (e.g., irrigation) as a
form of nodality. In strategic terms,
this means that improving the resource
base can be growth stimulating in a man
ner quite similar to direct investment in
the improvement of central places. Mar
ket signals, trade relationships, and re
source utilization are all rationalized and
the diffusion of innovations accelerated;
for example, lADs were defined around
irrigation, roads, and rural electrification
projects. In each case, the developmental
process expected to operate was that these

projects would encourage forms of tech
nology diffusion and economic exchange
more consistent with the development of
commercial agriculture and the diversi-
fication of economic activities. .

A second aspect of the axiom is an
assumption which can be caIled "the
problem of equity as a problem of func
tional handicaps." This assumption says
that relatively lower levels of technology
use and innovation acceptance are due
to some type of functional constraint,
such as high transport costs. Correcting
the handicap "restores" the technology
diffusion process. Delineation (i)f an lAD
in this axiom represents a spatial state
ment of the functional bottleneck. Not
surprisingly, the typical solution looked
for (and found) is physical infrastruc
ture. In other words, functional bottle
necks are broken by spatial interventions.
Almost any International Bank for Re
construction and Development (lBRD)
irrigation or road project appraisal report
illustrates the more general logic of this
axiom and the sometimes cornocopic be
nefits expected. Most of the early lADs
in the Philippines were outcomes of the
Access to Innovation and Exchange
Axiom.

The Assimilation Axiom directly
equates area development with integra
tion-where "integration " means "the
reduction of marginality and isolation."
The major policy theme in an lAD built
on the Assimilation Axiom is expanding
the scope of linkages connecting center
and periphery. Area delineation can be
based on a range of indicators which
show that a particular area has been by
passed, is outside the mainstream of in-
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novation, is depressed, lagging, and so
on. The difference between access and
assimilation is crucial. The Access to In
novation and Exchange Axiom assumes
consensus on values and goals. The As
similation Axiom recognizes the reality
of value and goal plurality, but seeks to
overcome it. Consequently. the Assimila
tion Axiom will look beyond economic
factors to cultural and ethnic character
istics that more fully describe marginal
ity. Integration thus becomes a ques
tion of incorporation and, sometimes, im
posed consensus.

The Optimal Resource Use Axiom
equates area development with an "op
timal" pattern of factor combination.
"Integration" is "the functionality of the
institutional context within which factor
choices are made." If institutions are
"right," the appropriate factor choices
will be made. The major policy theme
in an lAD built on this axiom is reduc
ing distortions in factor-price ratios,
principally through policies which influ
ence the rate and direction of factor sav
ing institutional and technological inno
vations. lAD delineation will be based
on the interaction of three broad crite
ria: population size, existing market
structure, and the status of actual and
potential resources. The Interactlon of
population with resources usually takes
the fonn of shadow prices for farm labor.
"Market structure" refers to "conven
tional support and service functions,"
but it also refers to "(1) contractual ar
rangements which organize access to fac
tors (e.g., tenancy and fann labor ar
rangements) and (2) the system through
which technological innovations are gen
erated and disseminated." The "status

1982
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of resources" is essentially "the marginal
value of those resources for different
levels of utilization." The functional
problem in an lAD based on the Optimal
Resource Use Axiom can thus be stated:
identify the institutions or policies that
distort resource use away from the eco
nomically optimal and take steps to cor
rect those institutional or policy causes.

The Coordinated Functional Inputs
Axiom is the predominant axiom in the
Philippine integrated area development
discussions with the major thrust of the
debate on how lADs can be institutional
ized having always been a discussion of
the relative powers of the national line
agencies, the regional development coun
cils (ROCs), the NEDA ROs, and so
on. The focus of this axiom is not On

how to bring new individuals into deci
sion-making arenas, but rather how to
ensure that the individuals already there
work in some harmony, An lAD devel
oped from this axiom will not be direct
ly concerned with area development but
rather with administrative productivity.
"Integration" will not refer to the lAD
as such, but to "the resource allocation
patterns of agencies programming within
that lAD." An lAD generated from the
Coordinated Functional Inputs Axiom
will pay special attention to existing pa
litical and administrative boundaries.
Political and administrative feasibility
will be major themes because the major
policy is coordination of various political
and administrative entities. The empha
sis on coordinated inputs is a direct out
growth of the integrated rural develop
ment movement. The focus is on the
innovative administration of develop
ment. That is because what is being
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coordinated is the efforts of diverse gov
ernment agencies to perform within an
lAD. "Administrative capabilities" there
fore become crucial indicators of lAD
success, along with "political commit
ment from the center" to support coor
dination at the lAD level. In some quar
ters, this axiom has led to concern for
greater degrees of local participation.
This follows from the belief that local
organizations may be a more efficient
way to focus outside efforts from many
agencies.

The Decentralization Axiom refers to
"the scope of local decision-making
about what an lAD program will be,
who will implement it, and how it will
be funded," The broader the scope, the
more "integrated" the lAD. Area deli
neation will tend to follow political or
administrative boundaries since partic
ipation is occurring within existing po
litical structures. In the Philippine con
text, this axiom raises interesting ques
tions about how subregional and regional
priorities are to be traded-off; how appro

.priate mixes ot productive and social
projects can be reached; how financial
responsibilities can be apportioned, and,
in general, how the substance of institu
tional arrangements facilitating local de
cision-making can stay within shouting
distance of the form of those arrange
ments.

Few existing or proposed lADs in the
Philippines correspond to any single
axiom. A mix of axioms is the rule, al
though the combinaticns are not always
compatible in terms of impacts within
specific sub-regional areas; for example,
in Region VI (Western Visayas), most

of the lADs being proposed are based
on a mix of two data bases. The first
data base was developed for a study
of trade hierarchies. The second was an
intensive land classification inventory in
corporating data on slope, cropping sys
tem, and climate. The lADs generated
were defined by criteria drawn from
growth centers and homogeneous land
use zones. Functionally, two comple-.
mentary axioms were brought together
urban functions and access to innovation
and exchange. In some of the lADs, es
pecially in the upland areas of central
Panay, a third axiom is present-Assimi
lation. This is an approach to integrat
ing upland and lowland economies. The
Assimilation and Access Axioms are sim
ilar, but there is one crucial difference.
The Access Axiom assumes that the
terms of broader participation in the po
litical economy of the region are not
fundamentally disputed by those already
participating (lowland) and those being
inducted (upland). Barriers to "normal"
economic relationships are themselves
economic rather than cultural, social, or
political. The Assimilation Axiom starts
from the premise that "normal economic
relationships" will not emerge essential
ly because of non-economic factors which
stratify populations, sometimes quite
rigidly and impermeably.

In Panay, there may not be significant
fundamental. differences in perceived
terms of induction and benefit distrib
ution. The combination of the same
axioms in Mindanao's Region XI (South
ern Mindanao), however, where differ
ences are present and are expressed in
terms of ethnic, as well as edaphic char
acteristics, should be a source of genuine
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concern. It means, for example, that ap
plication of Access Axiom stategies may
well lead to results that are counterintui
tive to the axiom's logic. The juxtaposi
tion of spatial and ethnic marginality is
a complex problem for lAD programming,
particularly if the attribution of margin
ality is, in fact, the center's term for the
periphery, but not the periphery's term
for itself. In the Region VI (Western
Visayas) situation, the Access and As
similation Axioms may be compatible in
the sense that stratification based on
edaphic characteristics is recognized
and addressed. In the Region XI (South
ern Mindanao) type of case, the two
axioms together may do little to reduce
the existing level of violence and dis
location. Ethnic differences and the sig
nificance of those differences will not be
reduced but instead may be sharpened
by spatial assimilation. In effect, assimi
lation may OCcur without access, as the
marginal ethnic group is more directly
exposed to the power of other ethnic
groups. If attempts are made to increase
the marginal ethnic group's access to
valued socioeconomic goods, the mar
ginal ethnic group will be placed in con
flict with groups at the lower end of the
social scale in the dominant ethnic
group.

Another very interesting example of a
combination of integrated area develop
ment axioms is the now commonly ad
vocated marriage of the Coordinated
Functional Inputs Axiom with the De
centralization Axiom. A case in point
for the Philippines is Region VII (Cen
tral Visayas). If decentralization pro
ceeds to the degree some urge, regional
authorities would have significant formal
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influence over what inputs are available
and how those inputs are allocated. It
is important to note that this is decentral
ization from the center to the region. It
is not decentralization to the lADs, al
though it can properly be viewed as a
step in that direction. If, however, bud
getary reforms making it possible for re
gional authorities to actually play a
greater role are not forthcoming, then
decentralization will be empty. In Bohol,
an island within Region VII (Central
Visayas), an lAD and associated func
tional inputs (irrigation) were planned
nationally with only marginal inputs
from the region. The National Irrigation
Administration might make its usual at
tempts to organize operations and main
tenance through farmer irrigator associa
tions. The Ministry of Agriculture,
through the Masagana 99 program, would
allocate credit and technical inputs.
Where is the scope for substantive input
from people living within the Bohol lAD
or even from regional decision-making
entities? What is the Bohol lAD other
than an irrigation service area? From
the perspective of the Coordinated Func
tional Inputs Axiom, where administra
tive capacity is being built is an impor
tant issue because the answer structures
the coordination problem. From the
perspective of the Decentralization
Axiom, for whom administrative capacity
is being built is the important issue be
cause the answer structures whose inter
ests such capacity will serve. If there
is only form, the basis for more sub
stantive decentralization may be weak
ened. If the possibility for local assump
tion of project responsibilities is weak
ened, then the foundation is laid for
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"vertical" competition between line
agency efforts. In this context, coordi
nating functional inputs can suppress
competition not only among line agen
cies, but also between line agencies and
local organizations.

The lAD Axioms And Equity

Among the reasons for the adoption
of an integrated area development ap
proach to project selection and spatial
allocation are judgements that:

(1) the pattern of often uncoordinated
project by project development has re
inforced spatial agglomeration tenden
cies, sometimes leading to redundancies
and duplication, and ignored (often at
the price of project failure) the actual
interrelationships of functional and
spatial dynamics in project influence
areas, and

(2) the recognition that translating
regional plans into sub-regional invest
ment programs has proven difficult be
cause when achievement levels for re
gional goals are mapped spatially across
a region, an imbalance appears. These
judgements share a common thrust: a
concern lor equity in the pattern 01 de
velopment. "Equity" can, of course,
have many meanings.. In the regional
plans, the meanings include "surpassing
income poverty lines, decreasing unem
ployment, an assortment of social indi
cators (such as health and education)
and access to various public services."
Whatever the definition in the plans. the
integrated area development .approach
touches equity at several points, includ
ing area delineation, assumptions about
the "problem." and the d~ll~ics ~t~'~-

tegration." In Table 2, the lAD axioms
are profiled in terms of each axiom's con
cept of equity.

The Urban Functions and Access to In
novation and Exchange Axioms define
"equity" in similar terms: sharing valued
social benefits through the possession of
skills highly valued by the market. For
the Urban Functions Axiom. equity is
associated with occupational mobility
out of subsistence agriculture. Support.
ing that kind of occupational mobility
requires proximity to a concentration of
urban functions. Critics of the Urban
Functions Axiom point out that while
urban functions may encourage occupa
tional mobility, they do not necessarily
do that on a spatially contiguous basis.
In other words, urban functions may do
more to encourage urban-urban and
rural-rural occupational mobility than
rural-urban occupational mobility. Ad
vocates of the Urban Functions Axiom
respond with a corrective strategy that
proposes more urban points.. a broader
dispersal of urban functions that makes
the urban hierarchy more orderly, viable
and, hence, capable of modernizing rural
hinterlands more rapidly. lADs built on
the Urban Functions Axiom will pursue
an equity strategy that allocates projects
disproportionately to what are thought
to be growth-centers. In some cases, the
surrounding rural areas will be unaf
fected. In other cases, they may show
the signs of disorganization associated
with the extractive elements of an urban
functions strategy.

The Access to Innovation and Ex
change Axiom pays more attention to
spatial linkages, arguing that those are
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Table .2. Integrated Area Development Axioms And Equity:
Profiles of Assumptions

•

If lAD Axiom is

Urban Functions

Access

Assimilation

Optimal Resource USl'

1 •

E4I1it~- Wil! Mean

Spatially

Proxirnitv to urban functions

Proxirnitv to diITusion points
and/or dispel-sal of diffusion points

Physical Iinkagc to formerly
non-acccssibte area/center

Physical proximity to market and
technological support

Functionally

Participation in urban occupations;
implicitly non-agricultural

Participation via market value skills and
attributes in technology diffusion

Acceptance of center goals and
assimilation terms of reference

Functional access through appropriate
institutional arrangements (scarce factor
saving) market access

•

Coordinated Functional Inputs- (Cf ls)

Decent ralization

Location in client area

Dccixion-makinu concentrated in or near
major market ~enlel- of the lAD

Resource endowment compatible with
aggregate high- payoff to delivery system;
CFls utilization

Participation in goal-setting decision
making, control over local resources
or resources generated locally.
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necessary underpinnings for functional
linkages. Occupational mobility out of .
subsistence agriculture is restated as com
mercialization or agricutural moderniza
tion. Poor subsistence farmers become
peor commercial farmers. Access strate
gies will focus heavily on infrastructure
(roads, irrigation, storage, and so on),
but will be characterized by a well do
cumented liability: functional marginal
ity often remains a stubborn remnant
even in the face of substantial spatial
linking.

Equity in assimilation motivated lADs
is being assimilated. The issue is: On
whose terms does assimilation occur?
Assuming some disorganization is inevi
table, the equity strategy in the Assimila
tion Axiom is softening the negative im
pacts of change on those being assimi
lated. The results have not always been
encouraging. One example is the failure
to adequately consider complex land
ownership issues in upland areas as one
property system replaces another. This
has led to loss of usufruct and even dis
posession of upland cultivators. An
other example is the tendency to view
slash-and-burn agriculture as criminal
behavior. This has created an air of
mistrust and suspicion, especially when
placed against careless granting of log
ging rights to lowland interests. A third
example, perhaps most revealing of the
cultural hubris that is often essential to
this axiom, is the belief that marginal
groups are either unorganized or charac
terized by "inferior" organization.
"Equity" in this axiom is sharing the
pursuit of a common set of "goods," ad
hering to a common set of rules about
how to pursue those goods, and accept-

ing an authoritative set of expectations
about how such goods will be distributed.

For the Optimal Resource Use Axiom,
equity is seen as a characteristic of func
tioning (and therefore functional) in
stitutional arrangements. When institu
tions are efficient, the pattern of
factor choices will yield "just" economic
rewards. Technological change and the
exhaustion of the land frontier are two
key factors which can significantly alter
what are defined by this axiom as. op
timal resource utilization patterns. What
can also be significantly altered are the
optimal institutional arrangements for
organizing the resource utilization pro
cess. Equity in this axiom is closely tied
to neoclassical economic assumptions
about efficiency. The axiom essentially
denies that economic efficiency can be
associated with institutional· arrange
ments that are exploitative or, in some
non-economic sense, "unjust." Conse
quently, the axiom defines equity strate
gies as basically compensatory steps
which "return" a system to some natu
rally efficient (equilibrium) state. The
axiom has been criticized for ignoring
the significance of landless labor and
highly segmented rural labor markets.
In some instances, the criticism is de
flected through arguments based on eco
nomic efficiency. In a few recent cases,
there is concern expressed about rural
polarization, but the concern does not
lead to conclusions at varience with the
axiom. Finally, the axiom discounts the
role of unevenly distributed political
power in rural areas as an explanation
for why some institutional arrangements
survive. -
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The Coordinated Functional Inputs
Axiom is the axiom that will generate
most Philippine lADs. The success of
the Masagana 99 program in increasing
rice production, and the successes of si
milarapproaches to administrative mo
bilization and coordination have given
this axiom the status of conventional
wisdom. Operationally, this axiom needs
success in the short term for coordi
nation in functional input provision to
occur. Without success, it is difficult
to sustain interagency coordination.Pro
grams will concentrate on those areas and
those problems where intervention is not
too complicated, client acceptance not
too problematic, and positive overall re
sults most likely in a relatively short
period of time. Program objectives will
not be complicated. Programming will
often focus on a single project and one
agency will have clear hegemony. The
emphasis in area and client selection
tends to be on what are called "early
adopters." It is assumed that "natural"
diffusion processes will carry the inno
vations from there. Intervention, there
fore, is high-payoff and low-risk. Equity
is linked to "natural" diffusion proces
ses; for 'example, if demonstration farm
ers get higher yields and do not lose
money, it is assumed that remaining
farmers can successfully reproduce that
performance. The Coordinated Func
tional Inputs Axiom has a strong ten
dency to confuse administrative produc
tivity for social change. That confusion
easily persists when the clients of a pro
gram are already doing relatively well.

For the Decentralization Axiom, "equi
ty" is defined in terms of local self
management and control. The defini-
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tion of "local" usually means "at the re
gional level" although some proponents
of this axiom aspire to an lAD-level ap
plication. Assuming the latter, that would
mean in practice lAD-based bureaucratic
leadership, not popular participation in
decision-making. There are several am
biguities in this axiom; for example, de
centralization may be inconsistent with
local control if resources are unevenly
distributed. It means that poorer sub
regicns have the privilege of staying that
way under their own control I In such
cases, the issue is not control over a local
resource base; which may be quite
meager, but rather how transfer mecha
nisms can be established which position
lAD level control, relative to sub-lAD
level control, such as municipalities or
villages, and regional control, between
lADs. It is important to recognize that
decentralization at one level can freeze
an existing stratification arrangement at
a lower level that may be inconsistent
with equity based development.

In a summary of several years of com
parative research, Adelman et al. con
clude that the relationship between the
level of economic development and po
verty is nonlinear; that virtually any
structural change in an economy "tends
to increase poverty among the poorest
members of the population" with the
breadth of that impact mediated by fac
tors, such as population growth, migra
tion rates, landholding arrangements,
employmen~, and the scope of extended
family res~onsibilities.lI Each of the
axioms can accept the proposition that

61. Adelman et al., "Policies for Equi
table Growth," World Development, Vol.
IV, No.8 (August 1976), pp. 561-582.
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economic growth and equity are not re
lated in a linear manner, but in all cases
the compensatory strategy, if any, is more
of the dynamic which is the core of the
axiom. The dynamics are not questioned
since to do so would be the same as
questioning the axiom itself. There is no
falsifiability of axiom propositions,
These are axioms, not hypotheses; thus,
if urban functions tend to agglomerate
and cause uneven growth problems, the
solution is to disperse more urban func
tions. If the benefits of improving a re
source base tend to be systematically
concentrated -among a relatively few, ex
ploit the resource base more. thoroughly.
If assimilation causes dislocations, then
assimilation needs to be more complete.
If factor markets are associated with re
sources which are not being used opti
mally by agricultural. producers, take
steps to ensure that factor markets op
erate more thoroughly. If coordinating
functional inputs display uneven results
with .benefits accruing to the better off,
intensify the coordination.

lAD. Axioms, Institutional Issues, and
the Question Of Sustainability

What integrated area development
may. be as a conception of development
or as equity policy, it has administrative
implications. Consequently, a number
of institutional issues must also be con
sidered. Some of the most crucial in
stitutional issues are well recognized in
chiding questions like the following:

(1) What should be the relationship
between lAD delineation and existing
Administrative and political boundaries?

(2) If lAD delineation yields an area

not directly and entirely covered by any
existing politico-administrative unit, what
distinct institutional arrangements, if
any, should be developed? For what
portions of the planning-implementation
cycle?

(3) What should be the roles of vari
ous levels of political authorities and line
agencies in various phases of the lAD
planning and implementation cycle?

(4) Is lAD delineation a one time
exercise or should delineation be a
periodic requirement with different in
stitutional options at each delineation?

(5) What degrees of autonomy should
lADs have and how should lADs be in
stitutionalized to ensure control is linked
to accountability?

(6) What is the relationship of lAD
development to different leveis of plan
ning, appraisal and implementation skills
existing at various levels within a region?

These questions are not easily an
swered. The main reason is that in the
Philippines the institutional and adminis
trative context within which lADs are
to function is itself in flux. The possible
local political roles of the National Par
liament, the impact of local government
elections, the creation of the National
Council for Integrated Area Develop
ment (NACIAD) chaired by the Pres
ident of the Philippines, the unfolding
reforms in the national budgeting pro
cess, and the unique role of the Ministry
of Human Settlements are all examples
of factors which directly influence the
specification of institutional issues in
lAD development. One institutional is
sue that can be exposed through exam-
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ination of the six lAD axioms is the is
sue of sustainability. It is surprising that
this issue rarely arises, because in insti
tutional terms, this is the feasibility is
sue.

Reviews of integrated development
programs in recent years agree on some
key points: the programs should not be
so complex that indigenous administra
tive capacities are outrun by significant
degrees. At the minimum, there should
be some concern for the likelihood that
pilot lADs can be generalized; for exam
ple, what types of lADs will qualify?
How can existing local institutions and
administrative capabilities be most ef
fectively utilized?

The six axioms under discussion all as
sume that what links replication across
lADs to the sustainability of any partic
ular lAD is articulation with an urban
hierarchy, down which and from which
innovations in the form of technologies
and institutions flow. Where the axioms
differ is in their identification of the
crucial aspects of the hierarchy and the
structure of "articulation" with it. In
terms of sustainability, the differences
among the axioms amount to differences.
among check lists of categories where
too much variance or uniqueness reduced
replicability to other settings or contin
uation in time at existing settings.

Sustainability for five of the six axioms
is a center-periphery issue. "Sustain
able innovation" means "sustainable link
age to the center." It means "the repro
duction across rural spaces of urban
functions and urban modes of economic
organization." Entrepreneurship is an
example. The axioms associate entrepre-
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neurship with individual risk-taking in
the context of individual economic enter..
prises. In poorer rural areas, however,
innovation can just as easily mean ere
ativity collectively organized, within the
ccntext of local organizational arrange
ments. The axioms assume that inte
grated area development is a form of ad
ministered innovation. That assumption
may be inconsistent with local creativity
which expresses itself in arenas and
through organizational forms not recog
nizable to urban bureaucrats; not famil
iar to existing regional development
monitoring and evaluation schemes; and,
perhaps, not compatible with urban set
tings.

Is "continuance" an adequate basis
for attributing sustainability to any in
stitutional arrangement? Considering the
widespread use of subsidization, even
for areas that are not that badly off,
there is ample reason to question "con
tinuance" as a criterion for sustainabil
ity of lADs. In fact, 'sustainability needs
to be assessed in relation to complex sys
tem dynamics that are unstable; that re
quire different patterns of adaptation to
changing conditions; and that demand
different tests of relevance for viability.
The equity issue illustrates the problem.
Sustaining an equity strategy demands
greater understanding of systems, their
institutional dynamics, their ideological
supports, how those interact and change,
and how alternate forms of external in
tervention may be needed over time to
accomplish even the same ends. Simpli
fication undoubtedly facilitates action,
but it in no way ensures programmatic
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success. At best, it yields administrative
success: resources and people are em
ployed.

That does not mean that a necessary
condition for sustainable lADs is auto
nomy, an implication of the decentraliza
tion axiom. That is an illusion which
ignores different resource endowments,
broader exchange and marketing pat
terns, and the realities of the Philippine
political system. That may come as a
disappointment to some, but, in fact,
even if autonomy and insulation were
possible, they would still lead to frag
mentation in coping with problems that
significantly influence several lADs, but
are not subject to effective or even in
dependent modification by the actions of
any individual lAD.

It follows that the characteristics of
axiom-generated strategies and axiom
perspectives on development and equity
cannot be assessed independently of the
organizational characteristics of the sys
tems in which they are to be applied.
Each of the axioms assumes a strategy
and dynamics, the applicability of which
are limited only by resources and polit
ical commitment. A few examples, how
ever, illustrate the limits of that view.
The Urban Functions Axiom assumes
that urban indivisibilities are operating
as a collective good that extends beyond
the spatial concentration of functions.
Strategies involving concentration of in
vestment in the urban center will have
spread effects, in large part because of
the presumed indivisibilities. When the
concentration strategy is implemented in
a context with reduced urban indivisibil
ities, the result is the subsidized en-

clave-dependent on support from out
side to play the role not met functional
ly by spatially contiguous areas. If the
subsidized support fails or is suspended,
the urban, center can go from boom to
bust with astonishing speed.

The Assimilation Axiom assumes a de
velopmental logic,that visualize a periph
ery less differentiated and less cohesive
than the center. It assumes that the cen
ter has "dominance" over the periphery
because of two types of "centrality"
which it possesses. the first is derived
from the ideological and politico-econom
ic system which identifies power and in
novation with the urban center. The
second is related to the external effects
of urban development in the center, ef
fects from which the periphery cannot
exclude itself. This assumes that the
periphery will be assimilated into the
center at the center's discretion because
the center is more cohesive (therefore
more sensitive to recruitment issues) and
more differentiated (therefore capable of
finding more niches into which the pe
riphery can fit); A variety of peasant re
bellions and colonial confrontations sug
gest that if periphery coherence is high
and center coherence low, the assimila
tion strategy can only be continued
through the exercise of extraordinary re
sources, in effect translating assimilation
into incorporation and, in some in
stances, conquest.

The Coordinated Functional Inputs
Axiom assumes that the center is more
differentiated than the periphery and
that the periphery must be complex
enough to absorb the inputs the center
is bringing to it. Cohesion in the periph-
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ery should be high so that inputs con
centrated at selected points in the sys
tem rapidly move through the system.
When this strategy is applied to complex
but not particularly cohesive systems,
benefits take root but tend to concen
trate at that point. If the periphery is
not reasonably complex, there is little
chance the intervention will have any
impact. If there is an impact, it can be
one which fragments the periphery,
strengthening bases for stratification and
differentiation that were there as well as
creating new bases. Many rural develop
ment programs have fallen into this trap.
They are too complex for the social sys
tems they are placed in. If they last, it
tends to be at the price of weakening
local capacity in the program area to
keep the program going. Collier de
scribes the breakdown of community
level welfare institutions (e.g., reciprocal
labor in Java) as a result, in part, of the
diffusion of new agricultural technolo
gies," A number of persons have sug
gested that traditional reciprocity values
and behaviors in the rural Philippines
may be breaking down in similar ways
because of land reform, the green revolu
tion, and so on. Others have suggested
that green revolution successes in Philip
pine rice production may have been
achieved in some instances at a cost of
increased indebtedness and diminished
local capacity to invest. These are exam
pies of highly differentiated external
forces pressing on local sharing and co-

ow. Collier, "Rural Development and
the Decline of Traditional Welfare Insti
tutions in Java," Paper presented at the
Western Economic Association Meeting,
Honolulu, Hawaii, June 1978.
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ordinating arrangements evolved to dent
with differentiation that was structured
along other lines.

These examples illustrate two impor
tant points. First, regional dynamics can
rarely be ignored in dealing with issues
of subregional development. Second,
the process of administrative interven
tion implied by the axioms needs to Je
viewed as part of a larger process in
which forms of complexity are being im
posed on systems which do not always
have the structural capability to support
such impositions or their impacts. The
latter point cannot be emphasized
strongly enough; for example, policies
designed to promote some set of equity
goals and implemented through a set of
administrative arrangements may. by
themselves, be viable: but they rarely
operate by themselves. Instead, they
coexist with external forces which,
among other things, have significant im
pacts on local social stratification and
occupational mobility systems. Creating
50 hectare irrigation zones with local ir
rigation associations to control water al
location in those zones is noteworthy by
itself. It very nicely complements in
some cases long-established modes of
local cooperation and organization for al
locating and sharing water resources,
When the zone arrangement is con
nected to large scale system management,
then an immediate shift in significant de
cision making and a possible undermin
ing of existing broker roles that mediated
local-external relations occurs.

The axioms are not infused by an ade
quate sense of their own connection with
wider socioeconomic forces and to what
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degree outcomes from the axioms,
whether positive or otherwise, are de
pendent on particular patterns of inter
action with .specific external forces. In
these circumstances, both failure and
success share a common malaise: one
cannot be sure why the axioms worked
as they did. It is not surprising that at
tention is shifting from administrative
productivity to the sustainability of de
velopment program impacts. Can the
center continue to support programs in
the periphery? Can the periphery main
tain at least a stationary position on a
treadmill where adequate local project
capacity always seems a step away?
Common ground for all the axioms is
their agreement that innovation is exog
enous to the lADs, coming from mobil
ized administrations, urban hierarchies,
dominant ethnic groups, and the like.
Two curious paradoxes follow. The
first is that while the integrated area de
velopment concept would seem to en
courage some interest in intermediate
social units, i.e., social entities between
the village and the nation, such interest
has been very slow to show itself. This
is paradoxical because it, is just such
intermediate social units which are the
"stuff" of lADs, if the lADs are some
thing other than a way of dividing ad
ministrative labors. What interest there
is in intermediate social units has been
much more instrumental and narrowly
focused: what are the existing political
and administrative units within the lADs
and what are their capacities?

The second paradox is that little at
tention has been paid to the one factor
which clearly is exogenous to any lAD:
the pattern of change in the political eco-

nomy of the Philippines. At the same
,time that regional plans have been writ
ten and some regionalization imple
mented, the power of the central govern
ment has dramatically increased. That
isa change exogenous to any particular
lAD, but one which significantly limits
what structure and content a given lAD
can expect to assume. Some might
argue that compared to the other axioms.
the Decentralization Axiom may be
exempt, from that charge. The Decen
tralization Axiom may be providing the
symbolic satisfaction that accompanies
some forms of political or administrative
prestige, but' that has little to do with
many of the equity difficulties that typi
cally accompany political consolidation
and economic change. If that is accurate,
then the decentralization axiom is an il
lusory axiom because for almost all ,lADs
the option of, insulation from the influ
ence of change occuring elsewhere' is not
available. Decentralization is not equiv
alent to local development.

lAD Programming As Data Base
Dynamic: The Case of Equity Policy

Is lAD programming, whatever the
guiding axiom, essentially different from
the procedures developed' to identify
and monitor, projects in non-lAD set
tings? One way to answer that question
is' to ask another: What do we need to
know in order to do lAD programming?
The case that will be used in this dis
cussion is one that is the basic reality
in lAD programming, but one which
normal line agency programming does
not fully acknowledge-the simultaneous
presence of several projects and operat
ing policies. In moving from that reality
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to an iteratively programmed lAD, how
crucial is it to know the indir.ect effects
of specific policy variables on system per
formance indicators other than those at
which they are primarily directed. This
is a crucial question in practical terms.
because if a great deal must be known
in all cases, then a very substantial data
base needs to be generated. At the mini
mum, the logic of goal-directed cross
impact analysis would apply, but estirnat
ing probabilities in a complex system
can be extremely demanding under the
best circumstances. I t is therefore very
important to understand when an ap
proximation of knowing everything
would be adequate; and how much of an
approximation would be adequate.

Assume that the integrated area devel
opment goal is to maximize a welfare
function:

W=W(Ym) (Il

where Ym is an m-component vector
of socioeconomic, political, and admin
iitrative variables that describe the lAD
iYitem and its setting.

To maximize this function, lAD pro
lI'amming can select from a given range
of policy instruments. If the policy
variables are denoted as elements of an
N-component vector Xn, then the ele
ments of Ym can be expressed as:

Ym=Ym (Xn, Vn, Zn) (2)

Vn is a vector of n ' variables which
describe structural, linkages between the
lAD and the larger society. Zn is a vee
tor of exogenous variables outside pol
icy influence at the lAD level. Then
the elements of the policy vector Xn en
tering the welfare function are also ele-
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ments of the vector Ym. That can mean
that the policy variables (Xn) will al:·

tually be direct expressions of political
or setting variables (for example. cen
tral place dominance expressed by Iis
cal policy constraining financial trans
fers) .

If equation (2) is completely decem

posable, the resultant sectors can be
called basic structure sectors. This would
amount to expressing each lAD variable
(Ym) as a function of specific (Xn),

structure (Vn), and exogenous (Zn)

variables. If the policy variables. Xn arc
divided into more than two sets with
each policy variable appearing in only
one set, then the basic structure sectors
which contain variables influenced by
policy variables are basic policy sectors.
That means that it is not necessary for
all basic structure sectors to be influ
enced by any policy variables.

Now, if it is assumed that the policy
sectors corresponding to any two sets of
policy variables contain no basic struc
ture sector in common, then the system
can be treated in terms of independent
policy sectors. That is similar to the
logic additive programming. The prob
lem is that the independence condition
is not valid if overall lAD welfare (W)
depends on the interrelationships of
basic structure sectors. It is not Impos
sible, but it seems highly unlikely thot
welfare would be unrelated signiflcantly
to the interrelationship of basic structure
sectors. An exception might be the [AD
that is extremely undifferentiated and
isolated.

However, if equation (I) could be de
composed into p functions each consist
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ing only of a group of. basic policy sec
tors that together were disjoint with all
other basic policy sector groups, then
each group could be considered a wel
fare sector. W could then be maximized
by maximizing each of the Wp functions
independently (although the different
policy sectors in the same welfare sec
tor could not be maximized independent
ly) . This condition will not always be
present. What is more common is that
each set of policy variables (for each
Wp) will depend in part on values of
lAD variables in all welfare sectors. In
that case, equation (1) is not decompos
able although equation (2) may still be
decomposable. An example is reduced
irrigation water available to an lAD be
cause of upstream diversions that may
impact lAD capacity overall to mobilize
local organizational resources and carry
local financial burdens. In practice the"
issue turns on interpretations of how
much of an "in part" dependence is sig
nificant.

What if individual policies are de
veloped by distinct decision processes?
The very nature of subregional planning
in a centrally organized political system
implies that the impact boundaries of
many policies, especially if they are
treated as public goods, will not be con
sistent. Does that mean that distinct in
stitutional arrangements, equivalent to
the policy's functional boundaries, are
needed? If that were the case, then in
practical terms, programming between
policy types with functionally distinct
boundaries might proceed independently
with sacrificing allocative efficiency in
the provision of public goods given the
balkanization of policy arenas. This is

an important issue for integrated area
development because the incidence of
central place impacts is often different
in terms of the distribution of costs and
benefits. For example, if the costs and
benefits of the central place hierarchy do
impact different groups with different
policy arenas involved for each, it may
be very difficult institutionally to ever
renegotiate an agreeable set of lAD
boundaries.

Mancur Olson has written about these
questions and some of his conclusions
can be incorporated here. In relation to
allccative efficiency as a question of who
pays and who benefits from the inci
dence of public goods, Olson concludes
that if there is no complementarity in
production among different public goods,
i.e., the production of one does not imply
provision of a second at lower costs
than producing the second by itself, then
a separate set of decision-making ar
rangements are required for all public
goods with unique boundaries", The
logic is that if the exchange system is
atomistic, i.e., there is no clear arrange
ment through which a collective interest
is being organized, then the only way to
elicit group-oriented behavior is by
"separate and selective incentive'" for
each latent collective interest. Olson's
argument is persuasive, but it does not
consider a possibility which is more
plausible, The complementarity premise

. can be stated in terms of costs. If costs

"Mancur Olson, "The Principle of 'Fiscal
Equivalence': The Division of Responsibil
ities Among Different Levels of Govern
ment," American Economic ReVIew, Vol.
LVI (1969), pp. 479-487.

sMancur Olson, The Logic of Collective
Action (New York: Schocken Books, 1971).
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are examined in terms of probabilities of
future allocative inefficiencies at the
micro-level (e.g., with sub-regions) pre
cisely because of allocative efficiencies
at the macro-level (e.g. between regions)
then the production of one collective
good can imply that provision of a sec
ond will cost more than providing the
second by' itself. For example, regional
growth policies can make subregional
equity policies more costly overcoming
unequal access to productive assets sub
regionally. In such cases, a major factor
operating is the strengthening of institu
tional arrangements which reinforce con
vergence of economic stratification with
other forms of stratification. Allocative
efficiency, in practical terms, can be one
approach to deciding how significant in
teraction between policy sectors really is,
but the perspective should be amplified
by considering public goods consump:
tion and their impact as well as public
goods production and their impact.

The institutional and programming
problem which lAD programming raises
is not which impact curves to generate
most often or even most intensely, but
rather which intersecting impact curves
to use as points of programming depar
ture. Answering that means a substan
tial comprehensive understanding of sys
tem dynamics. It means a commitment
to monitoring system performance in
terms of crucial impact" categories. As is
being suggested here, that means moni
toring lADs in terms of significant struc
tural processes, significant because they
are the determinants of welfare outcomes
on a sustainable basis.
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OoDcluslon

This IIliad through the ILL-lAD was
borne from a belief that integrated area
development, as currently conceived and
practiced, is not necessarily an adequate
or even a positive statement of equity
oriented regional development policy.
While the integrated area development
idea understandably has considerable in
tuitive appeal, an examination of the as
sumptions which motivate existing inte
grated area development models does not
support an alternative and more favor
able conclusion. Does that mean the
integrated area development movement
in contemporary international develop
ment circles is another equity hoax? Not
necessarily. As indicated at the very
outset of this essay, integrated area de
velopment is limited by political real
ities. Integrated area development, al
though falling short, does however raise
a range of important conceptual, admin
istrative, and institutional issues. Those
issues need to be raised if equity policy,
as policy which confronts the dynamics
of poverty, is to be brought into focus.
Can debate about and experience with
integrated area development provide the
lens for reaching that focus? If discus
sions about integrated area development
can move from axioms to hypotheses: if
statements of faith can be converted to
falsifiable propositions; if integrated
area development as an exogenous man
ager of development processes can be re
stated as a problematic product of those
development processes-then the process
of lens-grinding may be initiated.


